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Abstract This paper  introduces a  new  index - the  
Crelative-military

 index,' which  is capable  of evaluating  a

nation's  dependence on  miLitary  forces. Wl) also  measured  this index by applying  data enyelopment  aiialysis

(DEA) to real-life  data, and  verified  two  inferences drawn  from Dr. Kissinger's historical descrlption of  the

post-Cold  War  world.  Our study  demonstrates that  DEA  ceuld  be usefuI  in testing hypotheses in the  social

sciences,  especially  in the  field of  International Relations.

Keywords:  DEA,  Malmquist productivity index, military,  Cold War,  time  series  anal-
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1. Introduction

More  than  10 years have passed since  the former Soviet Union  collapsed  in 1991, The  end  of

the Cold War  was  a  significant  turning  point in international relations,  as  well  as  for iiiany
nations'  security  environments.  Many  researchers  took  an  interest in this major  development
and  attempted  various  forecasts on  direction of  the post-Cold  War  world.  There  have been

plenty of  studies  in descriptive styles  fOr these prospects, whereas,  as  far as  we  know, there
have  been  only  a  handful  studies  applying  quantitative approaches  to this historical event.

   In our  study  we  try to verif'},  the inferences drawn  from a  specific  prospect  using  data

envelopment  analysis  (DEA) and  the  panel  data over  14 years (from 1984 to 1997). XMe

suppose  that  the Cold War  ended  at  the Malta  conference  in December  of  1989, and  analyze

the changes  from the Cold War  period  (1984-1990) to the post-Cold  N･Var period  (1990-1997),
Concerning the start  year 1984, around  that time  the tension between east  and  west  reached

an  apex.  Concerning the end  year 1997, Roberts [8] remarked  that 
`t1995

 marks  the end  of

the post-cold war  era."  VYie will  refer  to this end  period problem later in our  paper.

   Iii our  attempt  we  present a  new  index -
 the `relative-military

 index,i which  is mea-

sured  by the  relationship  between conventional  military  forces and  the  degree of  a nation's

econornic  standing,  population and  territory.  Since such  an  index is capable  of  evaluating

a  nation;s  dependence on  military,  forees, it could  be useful  in the  field of  International
Relations,

   Concerning the forecasts for the post-Cold XNJar world,  we  would  like to introduce two

famous opposing  views  by Francis Fukuyama  [2] and  Samuel  P. IIuntington [3]. Fukuyama

predictecl that  the ending  ofthe  Cold XVar signaled  the end  of  the world's  last major  conflict

and  the end  point of  mankind:s  ideological evolution.  He also  predicted that the world7s

societies  would  maintain  their peace, freedom, and  stabilit: indefinitely Opposite to  such

an  optimistic  prospect, Huntington viewed  the  occurrence  of  conflicts  between civilizations

as  inevitable because of  substantially  different value  systems.  He  predicted that the  primary

political actors  in the 21st century  would  be civilizations,  which  were  mostly  divided along
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religious  lines.

   From  an  ideological perspective,  these  forecasts could  be usefu1  in presenting  a  long-range

theme,  but they  do not  enable  us  to conduct  scientific  verification.  For example,  despite the

Iraq War, Fukuyama  might･  counter  that such  a  conflict  was  only  a bump  on  the road  to a

peacefu1 world.  In our  study  we  -,ould  like to  fo11ow a  more  pragmatic and  data-oriented

approach  so  as to grasp  nations'  behaviors as  clear  trends. For this purpose, therefore, we

cite a  paragraph  in Henry  A. Kissinger [6], "t'e can  draw  the  fbllowing two  inferences from

Kissinger's description (which is cited  in Section 5 of  this paper) concerning  the end  of  the

Cold War,

The  lst inference: The  relative  military  power  of  the  United States and  Russia would

  decline whereas  that of  Japan  would  rise in the post-Cold War  world.

The  2nd  inference: Military, political and  econemic  potential are  likely to  grow  more

  congruent  and  more  symmetrical  in the post-Cold  "Jar world.

   In these inferences, which  contain  political and  quantitative viewpoints,  we  can  find a

good  opportunity  to apply  data ana}ysis  methodology,  and  can  expect  to acquire  our  own

policy implications because  the  lst one  refers  to  Japanis  national  security  policy,
   We  use  two  variants  ofDEA  models.  One  is the Slacks-based Measure of  Super-Eficiency

(Super-SBM) model  of  Tone  [10], and  the other  is the Slacks-based Malmquist model  of  Tone

[11]. The  former model  has recently  drawn  closer  attention  as  a  superior  index for produc-
tivity evaluation  in the  presence of  slacks,  and  the  latter inodeL  calculates  the rvlalmquist

(productivit.v, ) index using  the Super-SBM  scheme.

   The rest  of  the paper unfolds  as fo11ows. In Section 2 we  explain  in detail our  new  index,
-
 the  

`relative-military
 index.; Section 3 aRaiyses  the relationship  between the various

elements  of  a  nation's  power  and  its military  forces. In Section 4 -Fe  present the decision

making  units  (DMUs), the  input!output  items, the  sources  of  data and  models.  Section 5

attempts  to verify  the two  inferences drawn  from Kissinger's description and  examines  the

results.  Finally, some  concluding  remarks  fo11o-rs in Section 6.

2. New  Index  
-

 
`Relative-Military

 Index  (RMI)'
Kim  and  Hendry  [5] presented  a  new  index -- the 

[net-burden
 index' and  applied  the DEA

methodology.  to the burden-sharing problem  among  the NATO  allies.  Referring to their

study,  the 
Crelative-military

 index  (RMI)' also  applies  DEA  to problems  in the  field of

International Relations. This index  is designed to capture  the essence  that is enumerated

in the third  item (which is given below) of  the 
CtBasic

 Policy on  National Defense'i by the

Japanese NationaL Defense Council and  Cabinet in 1957.

   
`CTo

 develop incrementally the effective defense capabilities  necessary  for selfdefense,

  in accordance  with  the nation's  resources  and  the  prevailing domestic  situation"  ([4],
  p.282)

   It seems  plausible that the nationTs  level of  the  military  forces is, partially at  least,

related  to the nation's  resources.  The  reason  is that  every  nation  takes the  volume  of  its

resources  into account  as  a  constraint  on  its military  force buildup or  the size of  objects

to be protected while  deciding upon  the overall  level of  military  forces for national  security

policy, It is reasonable  to expect  that  a nation  with  abundant  resources  has a  large military

force if there is a positive correlation  between the nation"s  resources  and  the military  forces

(this hypothesis is verified  later). It also  might  be inerncient for a  natien  to have too big

a  defense budget relative  to  its resources.  Hence, we  could  measure  the nation's  
trelative-

military'  using  DEA  by treating  each  nation  as  a  distinct decision making  unit  (DMU),
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various  nation's  resources  as  outputs,  and  miiitary  forces as  inputs, as  summarized  in the
fo11owing equation:

                                            nation's  resources

         
nationis

 
relative-militai'y

 
iiideX

 (RMI) ±

 nation's  military  fbrees-

This  RMI  is capable  of  evaluating  a  nation"s  dependence on  its military  forces, That  is
to say,  the high/low index sc:ore  indicates that  the  nation's  

Ldependence
 on  military  forces

(DMF)' is low!high, Originally, DEA  evaluates  relative  eficiency  assoeiated  with  input

resources  and  produced  out,puts  [1]. Hence, the RMI  represents  the relative  ethciency  of  a

nation;s  military  forces.

3. Selection of  Nation's Resources

Referring to the fbllowing three works  (we have highlighted here only  t･he main  results), we

selected  three quantitative indicaters vii,  Economic potential (GNP), [[kirritorial area  and

Population as  the nation's  resources.  It is reasonable  to expect  that a nation  with  a  large

quantity  of  these three items has a  large number  ef  military  forces.

 1. Survey of  current  studies  on  national  power

   We  surveyed  14 studies  (eight foreign 8L six  domestic) on  national  power  and  could

   confirm  that  the three underlined  items above  were  generally perceived to be included

   in thc  elements  of  nation's  power.

 2. Investigation of  Japan's national  security  policy

   "Je investigated the  various  policy speeches  of Japanese government from 1945 to 1993

   and  the  description of  Japanese defense in the white  papers. "re concluded  that the

   three underlined  items above  might  become  both constraints  on  the defense buildup  and

   the objects  to be protected.

 3. Statistical hypothesis test using  real-life  panel data

   Using the  data ef  158 nations,  we  calculated  the Spearman's rank  correlation  coeficients

   for each  underlined  itein above  with  defense expenditure  and  their  corresponding  t-

   statistics.  The  null  hypothesis considered  here is: There is no  correlation  between

   national  defense expendit･ure  and  GNP,  territorial area,  population,  respectively.  The

   results  are  reported  in Table 1. All three null  hypotheses are rejected  at  O.1% level of

   significance.

Table 1: Rank  correlation  coefficients  and  their  corresponding  t-statistics

Defense expenditure  Defense expenditure  Defense expenditure

          
-  GNP  -  

rlle)rritorial

 area  - Population

Rank correlation

   coefficient

O.921 O.337 O.629

t 29.427 4,472 10.109

4. The  Framework  ofAnalysls

Here we  present the DMUs,  the Input -  Output (I-O) items, the sources  of  data and  models.

4.1. DMUs

NVe focused on  the United States, Russia and  Japan in relation  to Kissinger's lst iiiference.
We  also  pieked up  four major  countries  in Europe  vi2. the United Kingdom, Germany,
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France and  Italy, the four major  countries  in Southeast Asia viz.  Thailand, Indonesia,
Vietnam and  the Philippines, thrce inajor  countries  in East Asia viz. South Korea, North
Korea and  China (which includes Taiwan) 

,
 three major  countries  in the Middle East vix. Egypt,

Iran and  Iraq, and  India in South Asia, as  summarized  in Table 2. Israel in the  Middle East
was  first considered,  but it was  dropped because its military  manpower  is not  constant  in
its partieular inobilization  system.

Table 2: 18 countries  analyzed  in our  study

Region Country
NorthAmerica TheU.S,

Europe Russia, The  U.K., Germany,  France, Italy

East Asia Japan, South Korea, North  Korea,  China
Southeast Asia Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, The  Philippines
Middle East Egypt, Iran, Iraq
South Asia India

   XVe consider  both the  former Soviet Union  and  Russia as  one  DMU  (Soviet Union  until

1992 and  Russia after  1993). Similarly, we  consider  both XiVest Germany and  Germany  as

one  DMU  (West Germany  until  1990 and  Germany  after  1991).

   XVe choose  18 countries  from all regions  of  the  world  except  Latin  America, Afi'ica and

Oceania. VV'e decided that  Latin America  and  Africa have not  had  close  relations  to  the

Cold War  structure.  Though  Australia in Oceania was  considered,  it was  drepped because
its index score  evaluated  by our  scheme  was  found to  be exceptionally  high and  hence
Australia occupied  the  entire  frontier. In DEA  evaluations,  we  have to avoid  an  eficient

ft'ontier spanned  by an  exceptionally  eflicient  DMU  (outlier).
4.2. Input  and  output  (I-O) items

As stated  abeve,  the  three  output  items censidered  in our  study  are  
`GNP,i

 
LTerritorial

 area'

and  
CPopulation,'

   As  tbr input items, we  first tried  to  empley  defense expenditure  and  the physical amount
of  military  forces. IIowever, since  the  reliability  of  the data on  the defense expenditure  of  the

Communist  countries  is low, we  decided to drop it and  consider  only  the latter: the  physical
amount  of  the military  forces. They  are  represented  by Army  forces, Navai tonnage  and

Number  of  combat  aircraft,  Nuclear weapons  are  excluded  from our  data analysis.  Instead,
we  survey  the  nuclear  stockpiles  of  the U.S. and  Russia later in our  paper, Hence  we

employed  three  inputs and  three  outputs  as  fo11ows.

Input: Army  fbrces, Naval tonnage,  Number  of  combat  aircraft.

Output: GNP,  Territorial area,  Pepulation.

4.3. Sources  ofdata

The  panel Input!Output data of  18 natiens  over  14 years (from 1984 to 1997) are  considered.

 1. Reai GNP  (the base price fiscal 1990)

   The  United Nations, Statistical }'17arbook, 40th issue (1993) and  44th issue (1997).
 2. Population

   The  United Nations, Demographic  }'??arbook, 45th issue (1993) and  49th issue (1997).
 3. Territorial area

   The  Tsuneta Yano Memorial Society, 7'7ie data/charts of  nations  of  the world  (in
   Japanese), 1988-89 and  2000-Ol.

NII-Electronic  
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 4. Amount  of  the  forces

   Asagumo Press, Defense ffandbook (in Japanese?, from 1985 to 1998.
   Japaii Defense Agenc.y, Doftinse of  Japan, from 1985 to 1998.

4.4. Models

We  have used  in our  work  two  variants  of  DEA  models,  i.e., the Super-SBM model  and  the
Slacks-based Malmquist  model,

   The  Super-SBM  model  is considered  superior  on  two  counts:  1) in the presence  of  slacks

(input surpluses  or  output  shortfalls)  and  2) in discriminating among  the best performers,
Concerning the  problern of slacks, one  important property  that a  DEA  measure  should

ideally satisfy  is that  when  a DMU7s  input increases or  output  decreases, its score  value

should  decrease. The  DEA  score$  in basic models,  e.g,,  CCR  and  BCC,  do not･  possess this

property. However, the  SBM  measure  [9] has this property.

   In the basic DEA  models,  the best performers have eficiency  score  unity  and  there are
usually  plural DMUs  which  have this C`eMcient

 status.':  However, the Super-SBM  model

removed  the upper  bound  
Cl'

 of  the score  and  thus we  can  rank  the best performers. The
DEA  score  computed  in this model  is called  

`super-eMciency'
 (see Appendix  A  concerning

this calculation).

   The  Malmquist model  calculates  the  MalMquist index (MI), which  was  first introduced
by Sten Malmquist  [7]. The  MI  is obtained  as  the cornposite  measure  of  

`Catch-up'
 and

tFrontier
 shift,' and  is useful  to accurately  determine the resultant  changes  in performance

over  time.  In the non-parametric  frarnework, the  MI  is ineasured  by means  of  DEA  tech-
nology  (see Appendix B). The Slacks-based Malmquist modei  computes  the MI  using  the
Super-SBM  scheme,  which  also  has the  above-mentioned  two  advantages.

   There are  six  types of  both the Super-SBM  model  and  the Slacks-based Malmquist
model,  as  shown  in Table 3. There are  two  options:  1. 0rientation -  whether  the score

is measiire(l  froTn input-orientedfoutput-oriented  or  non-oriented  model,  and  2. Returns to
scale  CRTS) - whether  the assumption  of constant  returns  to scale  (CRS) or  variable  returns

to sc;ale  (VRS) is maintained  in each  orientation.

Table 3: Six types of  Super-SBM  and  Malmquist  models

RTS  X OrientationInput-oriented  Output-orientedNon-oriented
CRS Super SBM-I-C  Super SBM-O-C  Super SBM-C

Malmquist-I-C Malmquist-O-C Malmquist-C
VRS SuperSBM-I-V  SuperSBM-O-V  SuperSBM-V

Malmquist-I-V Malmquist-O-V  Malmquist-V

   XNre have used  the input-eriented model  in our  study,  since  a  nation's  resources  (outputs)
are  not  easily  adjustable  compared  with  the military  forces. NVe first intended to use  both
the  CRS  model  and  the  VRS  model.  However, infeasible LP  problems occurred  fbr some
of  the  DMUs,  such  as  the U.S., Russia and  China when  we  used  the VRS  model  in the
calculation  of  Super SBM  and  Malmquist indexes. The  reason  is that these countries  are

found to have very  high values  in some  of  the output  parameters  (e.g., the U.S, in GNP,
Russia in territorial area,  China  in population) compared  to the other  countries.  Therefore,
we  have chosen  the CRS  models,  i.e., the Super SBM-I-C  modei  and  the Malmquist-I-C
model.
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         5. Analysis

        We  now  present the two  inferences drawn  from Dr. Kissingeris description (given below)

         concerning  the end  of  the Cold War, and  attempt  to verify  them  using  DEA  models.

         5.1. Setting  the  problems

         Henry  A. Kissinger was  a  member  ofthe  faculty ofHaryard  University, served  as  Assistant to

        the President for National Security Affairs in the  Nixon  Adininistration, and  the Secretary

        of  State concurrently  in the Ford Administration, He  is kno"rn to  the public in many  ways

         viz. as  a  scholar,  a  politician, a  strategist,  and  so  on.  To quete  Kissinger [61 the fbllowing:

              
C[In

 the Cold "hr  world,  the traditional concepts  ofpower  had  substantially  broken

           down. Most  of  history has displayed a  synthesis  of  military,  political, and  economic

           potential, which  in general has preved  to be symmetrical.  In the Cold War  period,

           the various  elements  of  power became  quite distinct. The  fbrmer Soviet Unlon  was  a

           military  super  power  and  at  the same  time, an  economic  dwarf. It was  also  possible
           for a  country  to be an  economic  giant but to be militarily  irrelevant, as  -'as  the case

           with  Japan.

              In the post-Cold  War  world,  the various  elements  are  likely to grow  more  cengruent

           and  more  symmetrical.  The  relative  military  power of  the United States will  gradually

           decline. The  absence  of  a  clear-cut  adversary  will  produce domestic pressure to  shift

           resources  from  defense to other  priorities -  a  process which  has already  started.  XVhen

           there is no  longer a  single  threat  and  each  country  perceives its perils from its own

           national  perspective, those societies  which  had nestled  under  American  protection

           will  fee} cornpelled  to assume  greater responsibility  for their own  security,  Thus, the

           operation  of  the new  international system  will  move  toward  equilibrium  even  in t･he

           military  field, though  it may  take some  decades to  reach  that point." ([6], p.23)

        The  twe  inferences drawn  from the above  description are

        Inference  1: After the end  of  the Cold War, the U.S. and  Russia show  an  increasing

           
`relative-military

 index (RMI)' trend, whereas  the  trend  is opposite  in the  case  of  Japan.

           (It is to be noted  here that the low/high RMI  reveal  highllow `dependence
 on  military

           forces (DMF).')
        Inference  2: The  RMI  differentials among  nations  will  become smaller  and  smaller  during

           the period from the  Cold War  time  to  the  post-Cold War  time,

         5.2. Verification of  the  lst inference

         Here we  analyze  the performance changes  of  the nations  over  time  using  the Malmquist

         index (MI) and  survey  the nuclear  stockpiles  of  the  U.S. and  Russia,

         5.2.1. Analysis  using  the  Malmquist  index

         We  analyze  the performance  changes  of the nations  over  time using  Malmquist index (MI).
        We  can  judge whether  the nation's  

treiative-military
 index (RMI)' increases, remains  con-

        stant  or  decreases from the  various  MI  values,  which  are  shown  in Table 4 (also see  Appendix

         B).

           We  computed  the MI  of  18 nations  over  14 years and  surveyed  the  time  periods where

         most  of  the  DMUs  show  RMI  increases or  decreases, The  results  are  reported  in Table 5.

           XiVk) notice  here that the RMI  decreased remarkably  in the mid-1980s  when  the tension

         between east  and  west  reached  an  apex,  and  that it increased in many  nations  during 1990-

         1991, This led us  to understand  that  many  nations  decreased their military  forces at the

         end  of  the Cold War.
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Table 4: Malmquist  index and  RMI  change

MI>1  The  RMI  inereases.

      (`Dependence on  military  forces (DMF)' decreases,)
MI=1  The  RMI  remains  constant.

MI<1  The RMI  decreases.

      (The DMF  increases,)

Table  5: Key  periods of  changes  in military  forces
Time  periods when  inore  than  half
of  the nations  show  RMI
decreases (DMF increases).

Time  periods  when  most  of

the nations  show  RMI

increases (DMF decreases),
Periods Number  of  nations PeriodsNurnber  of  nations

1984 -  1985

1985 -  1986
10/18 1990 -  1991 16!18 (14116)

1988 
-

 1991
1989  -  1993

15!18 (13116)

O: Except for Russia and  Germany

   In order  to verify  the lst inference, we  observe  the results  for an  interval of  one  year in
detail, as  reported  in Table 6.

   The  MI  yalues  of  the  U.S. and  Russia are  greater than  unity  during the  post-Cold  War

period, (1990-1997). The  average  MI  values  of  the U.S. and  Russia in the  post-Cold War

period are  1.12e and  1.207 respectively.  This means  both nations  have increased their

RMI,  i,e., decreased their  rnilitary  forces during this time  period. The  average  MI  values  of

Germany and  Iraq in the post-Cold  War  period  are  also  more  than  1,1. Germany,  a  divided

nation  on  the front-line of  the East-XVest confrontatioll,  needed  to reinforce  its military

strength  during the  Coid XVar period, and  this requirement  decreased after  the end  of  the

Cold War. Iraq's high MI  value$  after  1990 are  largely due to the destruction of  many  of

its forces in the Gulf War.

   In the case  of  Japan, the  average  MI  value  in the post-Celd War  period is O.978, which
is less than  unity.  This means  that Japan has decreased its RMI, i,e., increased its rnilitary
forces during this time  period. The  aveTage  MI  values  of  Thailand and  North Korea in
the  post-Cold NNJar period are  also  less than  O.98. Thailand,  similar  to Japan, had  a  close

connection  with  the U,S. concerning  its dependence on  military  forces to  counter  the  former

Soviet Union, In the case  of  North Korea, the loss of  the former Soviet Union's support  at

the  end  of  the Cold War spurred  it to reinforce  its military  strength  in order  to maintain

the  authoritarian  system  in international isolation.

   As  expected,  the U.S. and  Russia show  an  increasing RMI  trend whereas  Japan shows

a  decreasing trend after  the end  of  the Cold War,  Thus, we  can  confirm  the  validity  of  our

lst inference.

5.2.2. Survey  of  nuclear  weapons

In Figure I below, we  survey  the nuclear  stockpiles  of  the U.S. and  Russia because our

data analysis  did not  take nuclear  weapons  into account.  (Data Source: The  Bulletin of  the

Atomic  Scientists, Nuclear Notebook: Global nuclear  stockpiles,  1945 -- 2002; from internet:

[www.thebulletin.org])
   XVe can  observe  that both countries  decreased their "dependence

 on  the nuclear  fbrces'
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(a)The  ColdWar
   Table 6i
period

MIvaluesfor  anintervalof  oneyear

Nation 1984.51985"61986.71987-81988-91989-90Average

The  U.S.

RussiaJapanThe

 U.K.
Gerrnany
FlranceItalyThailand

Indomesia
Viet,numThe

 Philippiiies

South Korea

North  Korea

ChinaEg.yptIranIraqIndia

1.003O.9871.092e.979O.9991.026O.8441.159O.998e.g4oO.8331.147O.9811.047O.8261.171O.3731.021O.999O.993O.9721.oe71.001O.9881.125O.955O.9431.0011.169O.946O.9761.133O.9961.000O.8401.030O.997O.9581.0351.040O.982O.973e.965O.8851.0351.0171.2961.0521.076O.9611.7561.345O.936e.86T1.007O.9831.0001.0241.0421,0311.041O.9601.025O.928O.9821.057O.9921.0411.0211,OIOO.9681.0311.022O.998O.9731.0111.0861.0631.0331.oeo1.144o.gesO.9711.015O,9441.0091.013O.590e.948O.968O.9971.0891.0171,0341,071I,025O.9911.004O.9391.1141.238O.983O.940O.9881.123O.915O.9811.0261.0041.0011.0151.0161.0301.0181.000O.9941.014O.9841.0811.033O.9851.o3eL1231,O05O.841O.991

Average O.9681.0041.0651.008e.9831.0261,O09

(b)Thepost-ColdWarperiod
Nation 1990-11991-21992-31993-41994-51995-61996-7Average
The  U.S.
RussiaJapanThe

 U.K.
Gerinany
FranceItalyThailand

Indonesia
VietnumThe

 Philippines
South Korea
North  Korea

ChinaEgyptIranIraqIndia

1.0211.1701.0041.0141.073O.9981.0341.0181.0511.053O.9541.0521.0071.oeg1.0481.0401.4981.1461.0741.093O.9501.0741.182O.9951.027O.9641.0531.e551.0021.e52O.9251.0011.0101.0591.543O.9511.1601.097O.974L0211.0591.0341.0471.021O.9991.0191.088O.940O.9351.0291.012O.9051.0001.0051.0701.335U.8871.0731.3951.024e.9931.040O.9571.097l.1031.0011.0261.005O.969O.9481.000O.9011.0731.264O.9671.ose1.1101.0451.086O.9771.1071.005O.9861.068O.9921.014O.918O.921O.8311.0331.1961.3351.0931.054e.7241.0391.030O.902O.9991.0161.0231.027O.9121004O,998O.9892.2531,1081.2451.155O.9751.0321.3251.115O.965O.843O.8371.089O.9991.014O.9981.005e.gloe.9961.0351.0211.1201.207O.9781.0451.1241.0361.026O.9671.0001.0481,0221.022O.9711.010O.981O.9801.3e91.024

Average 1.0661.0561.0191.0461.0251,0951.0311.048
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Figure 1: Nuc:lear stockpiles  of  the U,S. and  Russia

since  the end  ofthe  Cold W'ar. These results  could  re-enforce  the validity  of  our  lst inference.

5.3. Verification of  the  2nd  inference

For this purpose, we  measured  t,he Rrvll using  the  Super SBM-I-C model.  XVe treated each

DMU  over  time as  distinct and  evaluated  the nations'  RMI  ":ith a total of  252 DMUs  C18
nations  ×  14 years). In order  to verify  the 2nd  inference, we  calculate.d  the coeMcient  of

variation  (= standard  deviation f average)  of the nations:  RMI  for each  year. The  results

are  shown  in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Coethcient of  variation  of  the nations'  RMI

   The  coefficient  of  variatien  is highest in the year 1985, (O.59) and  lowest in the year
1994, (O.47). Aft･er this, the trend is seen  te be slightly  upward.  In particular we  observe  a

remarkable  decrease in the coeficient  of  variation  during 1990-1994. According to Kissinger's

description, this remarkable  change  reflects a shift from the bipolar system  created  by the
Cold XNJar to the new  international system.  Our  data analysis  also  shows  that  the year 1994
is an  extreme  point. In this year world  politics and  the international relations  might  be said
te have entered  a  new  phase.

   Thus, we  can  confirm  the validity  of  our  2nd inference until  1994, whereas  our  results

do  not  show  this validity  aft,er  the year 1994 and  suggest  the  eoming  of  a new  era.
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5.4. Considerations

XMe have made  an  attempt  to  verify  two  inferences drawn  from Dr. Kissinger]s descriptioii
concerning  the  symmetry.  /asymmetry. of  the synthesis  of  military,  politica} and  economic

potential during the period from the Cold War time  to the post-Cold VV'ar time. Both
inferences are  confirmed,  wi'th  the  exception  of  the 2nd  inference after  the  y. ear  1994.

   NVere there any  turns of  events  after  the  year 1994?  Though  we  cannot  present a  spe-

cific  event  from our  data analysis,  we  here introduce Roberts [8]. 
`[The

 corning  year, 1995,

promises to be a  significant  turning  point in the post-cold war  international securit･y dy, -

namics,"  ･ ･ ･ :`1995
 will  be a  pivotal yeai': and  

"1995
 marks  the  end  of  the  post-cold war

era,'; He explained  
C`The

 year 1995  will  be the critical  year  for the global treaty regime  for

the control  of  nuclear,  chemical,  and  biological weapons:'  and  
L`1995

 will  be a  year in which

each  of  the  major  eleinents  of  the global political  framework are  evaluated  and  refashioned.':

Certainl},, in 1995 the meetings  to  review  and  extend  the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
rll'eaty

(NPT) were  held and  it was  decided to extend  the  treaty  for an  indefinite period of  time.

The  participants also  adopted  a  
"decision

 as  to the strengthening  of  a process for a  review

of  the treaty"  and  a  
`idecision

 as  to  principles and  targets  for nuclear  non-proliferation  and

nuclear  disarmament." Many  natiens  were  involved in the  international effort  to promote

the cooperative  resolution  of  the common  problem  in 1995. This change  of trend might

correspond  to  the  upward  move  of  the  index after  1995 in Figure 2.

   Next we  observe  the gradual  increase in Japan's military  forces in the  post-Cold XVar

period. Based on  Kissinger's description, -,e  can  explain  this  as  follows.

   During  the  Cold XVar period, both Japanis and  America's national  security  iiiterests were

identical because both countries  perceived the  former Soviet Union  as  the principal securit.v,

threat. Therefbre, under  America:s commitment  to defend Japan, low military  power was

sufficient for Japan's own  national  security  during this tirne period, However, afrer  the end

of  the  Cold NNTar, Japan  has had to build up  its rnilitary  fbrces because Japan  could  not

indefinitely assume  that Japan:s and  Americais security  interests would  remain  identical.

   This explanation  is very  convincing  until  the year 1994, However, the 2nd inference

is not  valid  after  the  year 1994. Actually. , in 1995  the  U.S. Department  of  Defense issued

the  3rd East Asia Strategy Report [12] that announced  America's commitment  to maintain

a  stable  forward presence  in the East Asia region,  at  the  existing  level of  about  10e,OeO

troops,  for the  foreseeable future, rL'Ioreover, in 1996 the U,S, President and  Japan's Prime
Minister pointed  to the irnportance of  democracy, freedoin and  other  values  shared  by both

countries,  and  signed  a  document  entitled  the "Japan-U.S.
 Joint Declaration on  Security:

AIIiance for the  21st Century,'i which  gave a  new  framework  of  security  cooperation.  Thus,

Japan-US security  relationship  entered  a  new  phase  in 1996, It is necessary  to  conduct  a

more  thorough  microanalysis  in terins  of  new  roles  and  missions  among  these two  allies.

6. ConcludingRemarks

In this paper  we  presentcd  a  new  index 
-
 the 

[relative-military
 index,' which  is capa-

ble of  evaluating  the nation's  dependence on  military  forces. We  also  measured,  using

DEA,  
`retative-military,

 
'
 trends of  18 iiations  during the  time  period from the Cold War era

(1984-1990) to the post-Cold  XVar era  (1990-1997). XVe verified  two  inferences drawn  frorn

Dr. Kissinger's widely-acknowledged  description and  develop an  understanding  concerning

the  security  environment  changes  of  various  nations,  including Japan.

   We  could  confirm  the validity  of  Kissi"geris description until  the year  1994, whereas  we

could  not  confirm  it during 1994-1997, Our data analysis  showed  that the  year l994 was

NII-Electronic  
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an  extreme  point. That is to say,  in our  analysis  the post-Cold  "'ar world  of Kissinger
corresponded  to the time  period  of  1990-1994. 0ur study  also  supported  Roberts [8], who

mentioned  
`C1995

 marks  the end  of  the pest-cold war  era."  As historical facts, the global se-
curity  regime  (NPT) and  Japan-US  security  relationship  have been reviewed  and  reinforced

since  the vear  1995.

   Our  study  demonstrates that DEA  could  be useful  in the field of Interiiational Relations.
This is accomplished  in terms  of  two  major  directions. First, we  designed a  new  index, which
is computed  by the ratio  of the weighted  sum  of  a  nation's  resources  to the  weighted  sum

of  its conventional  military  forces. Second, using  this index, we  could  verify  and  interpret
the  trends  in military  forces in alld  post the Cold War  era  quantitatively.

   From our  experience  in concluding  this study,  we  are  convinced  that, DEA  can  be utilized

as  a  powerful  means  fbr the  test of  hypotheses in the social  sciences,  especially  in Interna-
tional Relations. XVe also  hope that our  proposed  scheme  will  be applied  in many  fields of

panel data  analysis.
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Appendix  A:  The  Super  SBM-I-C  Model

XIJe c:onsider  a  set  of  n  DMUs  (decision making  units)  which  is described by the input and

output  matrices  X  =  (xij) E RMX'  ̀ and  Y  ==  (yij) E RSX", respectively.  So, we  suppose  n

DMUs  with  rn  inputs and  s outputs.

   The  production  possibility set  P  is defined as

                      P-{(m,y)lx  }l XA,YA  }lr y,A}ii O} (A-1)
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where  A is a nonnegative  vector  in R".

  "Je have an  
i`examinee':

 or  
"target'7

 DMU  denoted b.v (x., y.) with  x.  E RM  and  yo E RS.

The  target D)vlU (x.,y.) is not  a  riiernber  of  the evaluator  group, However. this does not

exclude  the possibility that  some  evaluaters  coincide  "iith  the  target by chance,  XVe assume

t,hat X  >  O  and  x.  >  O,

  In order  to  evaluate  the eficiency  of  the examinee  (m.,y.), we  fbrmulate the fbllowing
linear prograrmning  problern with  variables  A, s-  E  R'n and  s+  E  RS:
                                            m

[SBM-Ii p} =  min

      subject  to

If [SBM-Il has a  finite minimum  p;, then  (:co, yo)
P  spanned  by the  evaluator  group. From  the assumption  X

                             12p}>0･

The  score  p: is units  invariant. If [SBM-I] has no  feasible solution,  the examinee

positioned outside  P. In t,his case,  we  solve  the following problem  ISuper SBM-Il

                                     6i =i+l:{i)s,"･  fxio                [Super SBM-I]  6f =  min
                                             m
                                               i=1

                           subject  to  x.  2 XA+sr

                                      YA  }i Yo

                                      A }) O, sJ  2 O.

[Super SBM-I] always  has a  finite optimum  6i' (}i 1).

Pi=1-  iE.,s,-!x,. (A-2)

x.  ==  XA  +  s-

yo=YA-s+

A }) 0, s-  }l O, s'  }l O.

    belongs to the  production  possibility set

            >  O  and  x.  >  0, it holds

(Xo: !lo) iS

(A-3)

Appendix  B:  The  Malmquist  (Productivity) Index

The  Malmquist  index evaluates  the ernciency  change  of  a  DMU  between two  time  periods.

It is defined as the  prodnct of  
[CCatch-up':

 and  
"Frontier-shiftiJ

 terms.  The  catch-up  (or
recovery)  term  relates  to the degree of  effbrts  that the  DMU  attained  for improving its

eficiency,,  while  the frontier-shift (or innovation) term  reflects  the change  in the efficient

frontiers surrounding  the DMU  between the two  time periods. We  deal with  a  set  of  n

DN'IUs (xj,yD (.i 
--

 1,･-･,n)  each  having  m  inputs  denoted by a  vector  xj  E  RM' and  s

outputs  denoted by a vector  y2- E RS over  the periods  1 and  2. We  assume  x]･ >  O and

yJ >  O (Vj). The notations  (:v., y.)i and  (x., y.)2 are  employed  for designating DMU.  at  the

periods 1 and  2, respectivel:  . On  the constant  returns  to scale  (CRS) model,  the  productien

possibility set  (X, i')t (t =  1 and  2) spanned  by {(xj,yj-)`} Cl ::: 1,･･-,n) is defined by:

                      t n n  1
              (X, Y)t -  tt  (:",y)]Lr; }l 2  )L,x;,2A, yS- ;}l y }l 07 ,

                      K J=l  j==1 J

where  A is a  nonnegative  vector  in R". The  production possibiiity set  (X, }')t is characterized
by its frontiers that  are  cornposed  of  (m,, y) E (X, Y)t' such  that it is not  possible to improve

any, element  of  the  input  x  or  any  elemeiit  of  the output  y without  worsening  some  other

input or  output.  See [1] for further discussion on  this and  related  subjects.  XVe call this
frontier set  t･he frontier technology  at  the period  t.
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B.1. Catch-up  effect

The  catch-up  effect  is measured  by the foIIowirig formula.

                    EMcienc.v of (x.,y.)2 wrt  the period 2 firontier
          Catch -up                                                                  (B-1)
                    EMciency of (x.,y.)i wrt  the period  1 frontier:

where  
`Cwrt"

 means  
"with

 respect  to.i:

  NVe evaluate  eaeh  element  (the eMciency)  of  the above  formula using  the  appropriate

DEA  models.  A  simple  single  input and  output  case  is illustrated in Figure B-1.

O"rpur

B

A

Figure B-1: Catch-up

  The catch-up  effect  (in input-orientation) can  be computed  as:

                         catch-up=BADclllil, (B 2)

  (Catch-up) >  1 indicates progress in the relative  eMciency  from period 1 to 2, while

(Catch-up) =  1 and  (Catch-up) <  1 indicate no  change  and  regress  in efiiciency,  respectively.

B.2. Frontier-shift effbct

In addition  to the catch-up  terni, we  must  take account  the frontier-shift (innovation) efi'ect

in order  te fu11y evaluate  the ernciency  change  of  the DMU,  since  the catch-up  is determined
by the eMciencies  as  measured  by the  distances from the  respective  frontiers. In the  simple

Figure B-1  case,  this  can  be  implemented  as  follows. The  reference  point C  of  (x., 
･y.)i

 rnoved

to E on  the frontier of  period 2. Thus, the frontier-shift effect  at  (x., y.)i is evaluated  by

                                  AC

                             Pi 
:=

 AE･  (B-3)
This is equivalent  to

              iliFC Ethciency of (x,, y,)i wrt  the period 1 frontier

          
Vi
 flitS Eenciency of (x.,y.)i wrt  the period2frontier' 

(B'
 
4)

The  numerator  ofthe  (B-4) right  is already  obtained  in (B-1), The denominator is ineasured
as  the eMciency  score  of  Cx., y.)i relative  to  the peried  2 frentier. Similarly, the frontier-shift
effbct  at  (x., y.)2 is expressed  by

               BF
            -  B(ll -  Efficiency of (x.,y.)2 wrt  the  period 1 frontier

          
op2
 {IIti Ef6ciency of  (x.,y.)2 wrt  the period2 frontier' 

(B-5)
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Using gi and  v2, we  define :`Frontier-shift'T
 effect  by their geometric mean  as:

                      Frontier-shift=gi] =;  goigL). (B-6)

   (Frontier-shift) >  1 indicates progress in the frontier technology  around  the DMU.  from
period  1 to 2, while  (Frontier-shift) =  1 and  (Frontier-shift) <  1 indicate the status  quo and

regress  in the frontier technology, respectively.

B.3. Malmquist  index

The  
"Malmquist

 index" is obtained  as  the product  of  (Catch-up) and  (Frontier-shift),

              Malmquist  index =  (Catch-up) × (Frontier-shift). (B-7)
"ie empley  the follo-'iiig notation  for the eMciency  score  of  DMU  (x., y.)ti measured  by the

fi'ontier technolog.v tL,.

                  di"2 ((x., y.)ti) (tL=1,2and t2 ==  1,2). (B-8)

Using this notation,  the catch-up  effect  (C) in (B-1) can  be expressed  as:

                          c-  li EX: l:lii ,B-g,

The  frontier-shift effect  is described as:

                  F-[2iE[::iz:ill × il[:::iz:;ll]
i!2

 (B-io)

As the product  of  C  ftnd F, we  obtain  the formula for the Malmquist  index as  fo11ows:

                 iLfi-[21:::lii:S.iiEl:liill3]
i!2

 ,.-,,,

This last expression  gives another  definition/interpretation of  MI,  i,e,, the geometric means
of  the two  eenciency  ratios:  the  one,  the eficiency  change  measured  by the period  1 tech-

nology  and  the other,  the eficiency  change  measurcd  by the  period 2 technology.

  As  can  be seen  from  these formulae, the MI  consists  of four terms: 6i ((x.,y.)i),
ti2 ((x., y.)2), 6i ((x., y.)2) and  62 ((x., y.)i). The first two  relate  with  measurements  within

the same  time  period, while  the  last two  are  obtained  from intertemporal comparisons,

  (Malmquist index) >1  indicates progress  in the  total factor productivity  of  the  DMU.

frem period 1 to 2, while  (Malmquist index) =  1 and  (Malmquist index) <  1 indicate the

status  quo and  regress  in the total factor productivity, respectively,
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